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INTRODUCTION 
The Portland Bureau of Transportation’s (PBOT) FY 2019-20 requested budget totals $614.7 
million. The bureau received seven Directions to Develop seeking additional resources from the 
General Fund totaling $3.1 million in one-time and $2.2 million in ongoing, and requests 7.0 FTE. 
PBOT has also submitted a request for Capital Set-Aside consideration for 13 projects totaling 
$42.6 million. Despite the rising costs for internal services and personnel, the bureau’s five-year 
financial forecast is balanced, and does not require any reductions. 
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BASE BUDGET KEY ISSUES  
Bureau Overview: Recent Growth and Future Planning 
Revenue Growth  
PBOT’s total revenue has grown an average of 12% the past five years, with the most significant 
growth occurring in FY 2016-17 when revenues grew by 24%.  This growth is due to new revenue 
sources – House Bill (HB) 2017 and Fixing Our Street (FoS) monies, in addition to existing sources, 

which include system 
development charges (SDCs), 
license and permits, and 
General Transportation 
Revenue (GTR). GTR 
represents the bureau’s 
discretionary resources, 
consisting of gas taxes and 
parking revenues, among 
others, and now includes HB 
2017 funds. Over the past five 
years GTR has grown by an 
average of 7% per year, with 
growth totaling $32.2 million 

since FY 2014-15 through the current year.1 As highlighted in CBO’s analysis for PBOT’s FY 2018-
19 Requested Budget2, GTR revenues have grown faster than expenses primarily due to the 
delays in project planning, design, and construction, and a need to staff up to assist with project 
delivery. 

Staffing Growth 
During this same five-year 
look back, the bureau has 
increased the number of staff 
in order to provide increased 
services and deliver on a 
greater number of capital 
projects. The most significant 
growth occurred in the 
current fiscal year (2018-19), 
as the bureau added 95.3 FTE. 
A majority of FTE were added 
to the bureau’s Engineering 
and Maintenance groups to address capital project and maintenance workload backlogs.  

                                                   
1 FY 2018-19 figures are estimated actuals at this time.  
2 City Budget Office website. https://www.portlandoregon.gov/cbo/article/675832.  
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Five-Year Forecast  
Despite regular increases in 
revenues, there is uncertainty 
in the five-year forecast. The 
concerns are related to 
continued changes to 
revenues and unforeseen 
impacts due to rising 
personnel costs as a result of 
revised Pay Equity laws from 
the State of Oregon, in 
addition to inflation and 
increasing PERS costs. 

PBOT’s forecast is based upon conservative revenue assumptions.3 Looking forward, PBOT 
projects GTR to continue to grow, but at a slower pace – an average of 2%, or $9.8 million over 
the five-year forecast (see chart above). Fixing Our Street revenues are included in the forecast, 
reflecting the current funding end date of December 2020. Fixing Our Street revenues add an 
estimated $84.9 million over the four-year life of the tax, which without renewal would leave an 
average loss to PBOT of $17.0 million annually. Lastly, the bureau anticipates a continuation of 
early economic slowing reflected through declining SDC revenues within the forecast.   

The bureau recently updated the personnel cost assumptions in its forecast due to the pay equity 
impacts across City of Portland employees. Following the implementation of the Pay Equity law 
passed by the State, the salaries of 78 non-represented employees and the wages of Portland 
City Laborers (PCL) employees were adjusted. This resulted in increased costs of $910,000. In 
addition, 95.3 FTE were added in FY 2018-19, resulting in a net increase of $59.0 million for 
personnel expenses across the five-year forecast. PBOT notes that 20%, or $12.0 million of these 
costs, will be paid for by GTR, while the remainder will be paid for by incremental revenues, cost 

recovery or billings to capital improvement 
projects. Lastly, as a result of declining SDC 
revenue projections, PBOT plans to retain 
current vacancies within its Building Plan & 
Development program.  

Accounting for these factors, the bureau’s 
discretionary GTR ending balance remains an 
estimated $24.6 million in FY 2023-24 (see 
chart left). The bureau intends to retain this 
balance to help smooth a projected deficit 
over the ten-year forecast caused by 

                                                   
3 PBOT includes significant details resulting in its conservative forecast in its five-year financial forecast included in the FY 
2019-20 Requested Budget. For full details behind these assumptions, please see the Requested Budget. 
https://www.portlandoregon.gov/cbo/article/711656.  
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expenditures increasing faster than revenues. This assumes that PBOT will maintain current peak 
staffing levels. CBO recommends that the bureau consider these long-term tradeoffs alongside 
current revenue needs discussed below, seeking the most effective use of these funds that have 
the most beneficial long-term impact on the transportation system. 
 

PROGRAM OFFER REVIEW 
Program Overview 

Following the City’s implementation of program offer budgeting, PBOT made changes to its 
budget program structure in order to better present its programs based off actual services 
provided to the Portland community. This resulted in technical changes being made to combine 
some programs, reducing the total number of programs from 35 to 23.  

The bureau’s capital improvement plan (CIP) budget is split into three program areas. Safety & 
Vision Zero consists of 75% of the total CIP allocation for FY 2019-20 (see pie chart below). This 
program has 71 projects planned for the coming fiscal year that focus on reducing transportation 
fatalities and serious injuries. Asset Management focuses on allocating resources for the 
preservation, operation, maintenance, and management of transportation infrastructure, and 
has 36 planned projects. Managing for Growth seeks efficient and inclusive use of limited space 
in the City to meet the expected growth and demands on the transportation system in Portland. 
Many capital projects are “triple-wins” and address needs in each of these three areas, but need 
to be allocated to only one budgetary program. 

In addition to the three CIP programs, there are 18 other PBOT programs that provide day-to-day 
operations, maintenance, and support services for the City’s transportation system and the 
public. These are core bureau initiatives such as: Support Services, Streets & Signs, Right of Way 
Use, and Engineering. Programs range from $300,000 to $36.7 million of allocated bureau 
expenses for FY 2019-20. Of these Streets & Signs, On-Street Parking, and Streetlights & Signals 
are the largest programs.  
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Other programs not included in 
the info graphic (see left) 
include: The Environmental 
Systems program, $30.7 million, 
which is funded in part with an 
interagency agreement with the 
Bureau of Environmental 
Services (BES). This program 
supports BES owned 
infrastructure through 
preventative maintenance and 
replacement work by PBOT for 
the City’s sewer and stormwater 
collection system. Smaller 

programs include Tram Operations, Project Management, and Planning. In total, Safety & Vision 
Zero (19%) has the largest program budget allocation across all 23 programs.4  

Streetlights & Signals 
This $23.9 million program is responsible for the planning, design, operations, and maintenance 
of traffic control signals and lighting infrastructure for the City. The bureau notes that this 
program has a maintenance backlog compounded by declining discretionary GTR allocated to the 
program alongside rising costs caused by new programming, in particular Vision Zero and Smart 
Cities.  

The bureau notes that declining discretionary GTR for the program has resulted in fewer than 
two traffic signals being rebuilt or reconstructed each year. However, the program has received 
$14.9 million in Capital Set-Aside funding since FY 2014-15, allocated across 32 projects where 
work is either planned or has been completed with these resources. Furthermore, this program 
received $3.5 million from Build Portland for maintenance needs. Despite this, the major 
maintenance backlog for this program is $371.0 million for traffic signals and $1.3 million for 
street lights.  

Second, the bureau notes that the program has been impacted by the “significant additional 
infrastructure” implemented by Vision Zero efforts. The program has added approximately 80 
Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacons (RRFBs), increasing the program’s installations by 8%, and 
requiring additional maintenance work and costs (although not specified by bureau after inquiry). 
The increase in traffic signal and lighting has increased by 200% in the past three years. While 
adding this infrastructure addresses key City goals, it also requires a corresponding increase in 
ongoing maintenance funding.  

 

                                                   
4 The Fund Management program is technically the largest bureau program; however, it manages the bureaus debt and is not 
reflective of services program outwards to the community. The program accounts for $113.1 million or 23% of the total 
budget. Safety and Vision Zero is the second largest when including Fund Management, but is the largest outward facing 
service provided by the bureau. 
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Lastly, this program had an increase for service as the result of the Smart City sensors 
installations. The bureau was directed to install 200 new facilities along SE Division, SE 
Hawthorne, and SE 122nd Avenue corridors. This added new equipment and required the 
replacement of certain poles in order to be able to withstand the weight of the sensors, the costs 
of which are unknown, but impacted the bureau’s ability to do other work. 

Inadequate signals and street lights disproportionately impact Portland’s vulnerable populations 
that require additional assistance when utilizing intersections and sidewalks. To help navigate the 
balance of repairing existing infrastructure, which is often in well-served areas, versus adding 
infrastructure to underserved areas, PBOT recently assessed how the bureau should prioritize 
projects based on various policies.  This critical balance of whether to invest in new infrastructure 
or repair old infrastructure highlights a central challenge in advancing the City’s equity goals.  

This program reflects an ongoing concern highlighted by CBO in prior analyses5. The bureau is 
experiencing significant growth in resources and increased project completion expectations. This 
has required the bureau to add FTE to complete project throughput, which has resulted in higher 
utilization of available discretionary GTR. Yet, the bureau has not identified an ongoing asset 
maintenance plan for these new assets, further increasing its major maintenance backlog. As 
these new assets reach the end of their useful life, and as existing assets are not sufficiently 
maintained, this will result in increased risks of traffic related injuries and death due to signal and 
lighting outages. This is a challenge across the bureau, not just specifically for Streetlights & 
Signals. 

CBO recommends that the bureau provide a maintenance plan and funding source for all new 
projects added in the FY 2019-20 budget.  

City Financial Policy 2.03 discusses in detail the requirements of identifying future maintenance 
and operating costs of new capital improvements, and notes that maintenance and operations of 
major capital assets should be given priority over acquisition of new assets.6,7 CBO is not 
recommending the bureau cease all projects where the bureau is adding new assets; rather, in 
alignment with City Financial Policy, CBO is encourages the bureau to a) identify a funding plan 
for the  maintenance of new assets, and b) evaluate the allocation of available discretionary 
resources for maintenance across the bureau’s portfolio of projects, considering 
intergenerational equity impacts of adding new assets versus maintaining existing infrastructure. 

 

                                                   
5 City Budget Office website. https://www.portlandoregon.gov/cbo/article/675832. 
6 Financial Policy 2.03 – Financial Planning. “The City shall identify full costs of future maintenance needs and operating costs 
of new capital improvements and equipment prior to funding as part of the Capital Budget. An approved funding plan for the 
operations and maintenance costs shall be included as part of the Adopted Budget.” “Maintenance and operations of major 
capital assets should be given priority over acquisition of new assets, unless an analysis indicates a net benefit or the funding 
source to acquire or develop a new asset cannot be used for operations and maintenance.” 
https://www.portlandoregon.gov/citycode/article/200789.  
7 Financial Policy 2.03.02 – Operations and Maintenance Costs. “Bureaus shall submit an estimated operations and 
maintenance (O&M) costs schedule at the time a capital project or asset is planned or requested. See FIN 2.03.02 Operations 
and Maintenance Costs.” https://www.portlandoregon.gov/brfs/article/531021.  
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NOTABLE CHANGES  
As discussed above, PBOTs’ notable changes for FY 2019-20 are the transition to program offers, 
the restructuring of programs, the addition of 81 new performance measures, and the discussed 
risks to its five-year forecast due to rising costs. The bureau will also be releasing its latest 
strategic plan. 

 

DIRECTIONS TO DEVELOP 
PBOT Capital Set Aside Request 

$42,600,000, 0.00 FTE 

CBO Analysis 
PBOT has submitted 13 projects, totaling $42.6 million, for one-time General Fund Capital Set-
Aside funding consideration. Each of these projects have previously been requested, and scored 
by the Capital Set-Aside ranking committee. The top scoring requested projects include: 

ADA accessible sidewalks - $1.5 million. This funding request supports PBOT’s recent settlement 
with the Civil Rights Education and Enforcement Center (CREEC), to improve citywide corners to 
meet current American’s with Disabilities Act (ADA) standards. This settlement requires PBOT to 
complete 1,500 corners annually, and the bureau can ‘bank’ completed corners above this annual 
target for use in future years where perhaps the completion rate is lower.  

In prior CBO analysis discussing the CREEC settlement, CBO recommended PBOT include ADA 
accessible sidewalks for Capital Set-Aside funding each year for $1.5 million through FY 2030-31. 
This allows this project to be scored against other urgent Citywide capital asset needs. CBO’s 
recommendation did not guarantee Capital Set-Aside funding. PBOT received a CAL adjustment 
of $1.0 million in General Fund ongoing resources to support this work and $10.5 million of Build 
Portland General Fund resources have been allocated to this work as well.  

Should this project not be funded through Capital Set-Aside, PBOT would need to identify an 
alternative funding source for FY 2019-20, or reallocate other bureau resources to meet the 
settlement’s obligations, but this would have possible service level impacts. For FY 2019-20 this 
projected ranked first and CBO recommends funding. 

Citywide Lamp Replacement Program - $500,000. Ranking 2nd, the bureau requests funds to 
replace 1,000 traffic signal lamps and pedestrian lamps. Traffic signals support the safe and 
efficient navigation of traffic through the transportation system across Portland. Many bulbs that 
light traffic signals and warning beacons have lived past their useful lives, resulting in dimming 
and outages, creating a significant maintenance backlog and safety risk for the City. Due to these 
risk factors, and high project ranking, CBO recommends this request. 
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Traffic Signal Reconstruction Program - $2.0 million. This program funds the needed repair and 
replacement of traffic signals with electrical code failures, that present a life safety issue to crews 
working on these signals, making this request different from that of the Citywide Lamp 
Replacement Program. All modes of transit rely on functioning traffic signals for safe crossing at 
intersections. PBOT identifies that approximately 38% of the traffic signal system is in poor to 
very poor condition. This project ranks 3rd, due to the significant life safety concerns, and CBO 
recommends this request.  

Cornell Tunnel Lining Replacement – $2.3 million. Ranking 4th, funds would be used to replace 
the tunnel lining in the western Cornell Tunnel (BR #127) where a crack in the crown has been 
identified by inspectors. The tunnel has outlived its 50-year lifespan and does not meet current 
performance standards. Once rehabilitating the tunnel through a lining replacement, the lifespan 
would be extended and ensure the reliability of the tunnel for another 25 years. Due to the high 
project ranking, CBO recommends this request. 

CBO Recommendation: $6,300,000 one-time 

Vision Zero Enhancements 
$750,000, 0.00 FTE 

Direction Language 
PBOT received a direction to develop a proposal that enhances existing efforts to meet the 
bureau’s Vision Zero goals, specifically focusing on two areas of concern: addressing low light 
conditions on the High Crash Network, and continuing the safety education and awareness 
campaign. The bureau was directed to request either new General Fund resources and/or 
Recreational Cannabis Tax resources to meet this need.  

CBO Analysis 
PBOT has been implementing various Vision Zero projects across Portland since City Council 
adopted the Vision Zero Resolution 37130 in June 2015.8  

Strategic Lighting Infill. In FY 2018-19 the bureau conducted an analysis and inventory of the 
City’s lighting deficiencies. PBOT can now identify where there is an overlap of crash history and 
high crash corridor lighting deficiencies. Additionally, it was determined that the specific issues 
and needs for each location along the high crash corridor requires a more detailed site-specific 
review. This is due to overhead obstructions and the size of poles and potential locations of new 
poles; all must be assessed at the site level to understand the number of fixtures required to 
meet new lighting guidelines. 

The report identified 25 miles of corridors in East Portland that are lighting deficient. Unlike other 
parts of the city, many large East Portland arterials have lighting on only one side of the street. 
Within this range there are over 20 high crash intersections, most of which have at least a portion 
of lighting deficiencies.  

                                                   
8 City Auditor’s Office. Resolution 37130. 
http://efiles.portlandoregon.gov/Record?q=recAnyWord%3A37130&pagesize=100&sortBy=recCreatedOn 
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The estimated total need is $12.0 million for East Portland, and an additional $8.0 million for the 
remaining high crash corridor. This funding request will focus on outer SE Stark Street in response 
to community input and completed data analysis. Outer Stark is one of Portland’s highest 
pedestrian crash corridors, including the #1 and #7 highest crash intersections. Through intercept 
surveys conducted by PBOT staff, lack of lighting was cited as the number one concern leading to 
people feeling unsafe as they move about on Stark Street from 148th to 162nd. 

The request for $500,000 of one-time General Fund resources would make it possible to improve 
lighting along this 0.7-mile segment of outer SE Stark Street, with 0.3 miles of additional 
pedestrian crossing lighting. Specifically, this request would add new lighting and poles on the 
north side of Stark (148th to 162nd), infill on the south side, and add pedestrian scale lighting at 
marked pedestrian crossings at 151st and 160th.  

PBOT has not identified the estimated ongoing maintenance needs or resource as a result of this 
investment, which does not follow City Financial Policy. The bureau indicates that the new 
fixtures will increase maintenance efforts due to new poles, in addition to the costs for the light 
arms and additional LED bulbs and the cost for ongoing power. 

Low-income communities and communities of color have identified a lack of lighting as a 
significant safety risk in their neighborhoods. Nationwide data show that lighting at intersections 
reduces auto crashes by 12% and reduces crash fatalities by 77%.9 Improving the uniformity of 
lighting (lighting infill) reduces the incidence of daytime and nighttime crashes by 2.3%. 

CBO recommends that this package be given additional consideration by Council but notes that 
given that Vision Zero efforts locally are new, and prior year investments take time to 
demonstrate the effectiveness. While there is data nationally to support these investments, it 
remains that the City currently lacks local data on the effectiveness of these types of 
interventions. CBO also notes that a separate package is being considered for funding in the 
Bureau of Planning and Sustainability to reduce light pollution, and recommends that any lighting 
infill projects coordinate with simultaneous efforts to reduce light pollution. Given the major 
maintenance backlog which exists in this program and across the bureau, if funding is approved 
by Council, CBO recommends that the bureau develop and include the requisite ongoing 
maintenance funding for these new assets to ensure the intergenerational equity of this 
investment.   

Citywide Multi-Bureau Awareness Campaign. PBOT also requests $250,000 in General Fund 
ongoing resources for a safety education campaign focused on the dangerous behaviors of 
drivers in Portland. This project partners with the Portland Police Bureau and the Portland Fire 
Bureau to address impaired and distracted driving. For FY 2019-20’s campaign, PBOT is proposing 
to work closely with public health and community groups. These partners will be contributing in-
kind services for this campaign, distributing materials through their networks. This will be the 
second ad campaign.  

 

                                                   
9 Vision Zero Year Three report. February 2017. Retrieved online by PBOT from: 
https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/visionzero/downloads/pdf/vision-zero-year-3-report.pdf  
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The first “Struck” campaign resulted in approximately half of Portland residents being aware of 
the campaign, and according to PBOT a majority of the 250 respondents indicated it changed 
their driving behavior.  

CBO recommends that this package be given additional consideration by Council but notes that 
given that Vision Zero efforts locally are new, and prior year investments take time to 
demonstrate the effectiveness. While there is data nationally to support these investments, it 
remains that the City currently lacks local data on the effectiveness of these types of 
interventions. CBO recognizes that Council has identified Vision Zero as a City goal. As a relatively 
new program, if funding is approved by Council, CBO would recommend the bureau evaluate the 
effectiveness of the proposal within three years of appropriation to see if initially intended 
results have transpired. 

CBO Recommendation: $0 one-time | $0 ongoing 

Alternative Modes of Transportation 
$1,360,000, 0.00 FTE 

Direction Language 
The bureau received a Direction to Develop that increases the utilization of alternative modes of 
transportation, with the focus on: creating opportunities for people with special mobility needs, 
safe bicycle and pedestrian travel routes along Naito Parkway, and developing an implementation 
strategy to transform bus transit in Portland. The bureau has submitted a decision package to 
address these areas of priority for the bureau and its Commissioner in Charge. 

 Adaptive BIKETOWN – the bureau was directed to request one-time, General Fund 
resources to create a permanent program and integrate it within the Bike Share Program. 
$50,000 

 Better Naito 2.0 – PBOT was directed to request one-time, General Fund resources to 
create a permanent, year-round, two-way cycletrack and sidewalk improvements along 
Naito Parkway from SW Salmon to NW Couch streets. $1,000,000 

 Enhanced Transit Priority Network Implementation Pilot – PBOT was directed to request 
one-time, General Fund resources to develop an implementation strategy for bus transit in 
Portland, by making it faster, more reliable, and competitive as a mode share option. 
$310,000 

CBO Analysis 
Adaptive BIKETOWN. The bureau requests $50,000 of one-time General Fund resources for the 
upcoming 2019 riding season. Created as a pilot program in 2017, Adaptive BIKETOWN is 
designed specifically for individuals with mobility needs. The program partners with Nike and Kerr 
Bikes to provide accessible bikes, mobility device storage, and assistance to riders with mobility 
needs. Nike serves as a program sponsor and provides $10,000 in annual funding.  
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In 2018, rentals increased by 220% in the second year of the pilot from the first. 87% of users 
were people with disabilities, seniors or those receiving public assistance. The $50,000 request 
would fund a one-year contract with Kerr Bikes for operations and maintenance ($30,000), as 
well as $7,000 for the bureau’s external materials and services and for PBOT staff ($13,000).  

Adaptive BIKETOWN was launched in response to requests from the public for this equitable 
service. The bureau has made strides in addressing historical inequities by addressing racial 
equity considerations for projects, programs, and operations, yet there is limited discussion of 
equitable services for individuals with disabilities, including mobility.  

Given this, CBO recommends the bureau consider prioritizing Adaptive BIKETOWN for people 
with mobility needs in relation to other new activities funded with GTR resources, which as noted 
in the Base Budget Key Issues section of this analysis is an estimated $59.4 million for FY 2018-19. 

Better Naito 2.0. The Better Naito project would construct a permanent, two-way cycle track 
along the east side of SW Naito Parkway, between the roadway and Waterfront Park and infill 
sections of new sidewalk. PBOT has piloted this concept in the summer months for four seasons 
and it is part of PBOT’s Central City in Motion plan, adopted by Council in November 2018.  

PBOT highlights that riders are 3.4 times more likely to ride on Naito with the summer season 
protected bikeways present, however CBO is unable to verify this information as statistically 
valid, and there has been no assessment of ridership for year-round use.  

The project is $4.0 million overall. The bureau would fund $3.0 million with a combination of 
Transportation System Development Charges (TSDCs) and GTR. The bureau is requesting $1.0 
million in one-time General Fund resources for the rest. Given the limited available resources and 
significant requests from City bureaus for General Fund resources, CBO does not recommend 
General Fund resources for this project. 

Enhanced Transit Priority Network Implementation Pilot. The goals of an ETPN Implementation 
Pilot would assess ways in which to make public transit faster and more reliable through smart 
traffic signals, the placement of bus stops, the use of lanes and road striping, for transit queue 
jumps and transit lanes, and more. This pilot project implementation plan requests $310,000 in 
one-time General Fund resources. This would fund: recommendations for the pilot project and 
budget proposal; identification of a subset of improvements that could be implemented as a 
‘quick build pilot’ in 2021; an estimate for the cost of a one-year, temporary deployment and 
removal; development of a recommended delivery mechanism, timeline and funding plan; 
establishment of an evaluation process before, during and after the pilot; and an assessment if 
any changes are needed to PBOT’s application to request Federal Highway Administration funds 
to experiment with red transit lane markings.   

PBOT does not control transit, however as the owner of the roadways, and designers and 
engineers of city streets, PBOT would be the lead on this pilot working in partnership with TriMet 
for shared outcomes. PBOT would be the owner and responsible party for future investments and 
ongoing maintenance costs for any projects related to the ETPN Implementation Pilot and results, 
although these costs are not estimated at this time and should be better identified after the pilot. 
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PBOT identifies this project as an additional tool to assist the City with anticipated population 
growth. To meet the shared goal of 25% transit mode share by 2035, more Portlanders need to 
be able to have access to public transit that is convenient, timely, and does not add to additional 
congestion. This pilot proposes to partner with TriMet and Metro to complement their Regional 
Enhanced Transit Concept Pilot Program. ETPN and Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) are used increasingly 
across the globe to prioritize public transit over automobiles, and are well known best practices 
for improving public transit outcomes and easing congestion.  

CBO does not recommend funding for the ETPN pilot. CBO recognizes that this project would 
begin to address traffic congestion, providing a benefit to commuters into and from downtown, 
but several questions remain unanswered. PBOT could build upon the existing pilot Metro and 
TriMet are already conducting, and this proposal includes insufficient data for outcomes, and 
potentially requires a long-term financial commitment that is undefined.  

CBO Recommendation: $0 one-time 

Pay Equity Study Impacts 
$910,607, 0.00 FTE 

Direction Language 
The City of Portland’s Bureau of Human Resources (BHR) recently conducted a pay equity study in 
order to be compliant with revisions to Oregon’s pay equity law under House Bill 2005, which 
went into effect January 1, 2019. This study led to pay increases across Portland’s City bureaus, 
including PBOT. As a non-General Fund bureau, PBOT was directed to request additional ongoing 
General Fund resources to offset the increases in personnel costs as the result of the Pay Equity 
Study.  

CBO Analysis 
PBOT requests $910,607 in General Fund ongoing resources to offset the personnel costs related 
to the pay equity study impacts for both non-represented employees and the Portland City 
Laborers (PCL) union employees. The bureau had 78 employees impacted by the pay equity 
study, staff experienced increases ranging from $0.01 to $9.78 per hour. The result leads to an 
ongoing cost increase for the bureau of $587,403 for non-represented employees, and $323,000 
for PCL employees. 

The bureau indicates that should the General Fund be unable to offset these ongoing increases, 
PBOT would need to make future reductions to its services to maintain a balanced forecast in out 
years should no new revenues come to fruition. Reductions are not identified by the bureau in 
the current five-year forecast, as these costs are included, and it is balanced. The requested 
budget for PBOT currently includes the pay equity expenses, and notes that should it receive 
General Fund resources, those dollars would be used to balance out years in its ten-year financial 
forecast – mitigating future year deficits (please see additional analysis discussed in the Base 
Budget Key Issues section). For the current year (FY 2018-19), the bureau plans to monitor its 
personnel projections for spending and, if necessary, would request to use its contingency in the 
Spring Supplemental Budget. 
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Additionally, PBOT had 73 employees that were at top of range, given the changes to Class 
Compensation and the widening of salary ranges, the bureau would also experience an additional 
$318,942 cost if each of these employees received a full 4.1% merit increase. PBOT, like many 
bureaus, directed managers to absorb merit increases within their target allocations, which may 
result in reductions to materials and services, or will be offset through vacancy savings. Funding 
for the increased compensation ranges is not included in this package. 

CBO does not recommend this request. CBO recognizes that pay equity impacts are forcing the 
bureau to expend more resources on personnel. However, the tradeoffs for funding these cost 
increases remain unclear.   

CBO Recommendation: $0 ongoing 

Transportation Resiliency Plan 
$600,000, 0.00 FTE 

Direction Language 
PBOT received a Direction to Develop to create a transportation resiliency plan through a request 
for additional General Fund, one-time resources. The direction discusses Ordinance 189007, a 
request from the Mayor for all Commissioners to collaborate with him on creating a plan in every 
bureau that supports resiliency and recovery beyond simply continuity of operations plans.  

CBO Analysis 
PBOT is requesting $600,000 of one-time General Fund resources to create a Transportation 
Resiliency Plan to increase the City’s response recovery and resiliency after a disaster. The bureau 
previously submitted a $500,000 General Fund request as part of its FY 2018-19 requested 
budget and a $600,000 request in the FY 2018-19 Fall Budget Monitoring Process (BMP), however 
City Council chose not to fund these requests. 

The project remains the same as previously requested; create a plan and build off the 2016 
Mitigation Action Plan and the Comprehensive Plan 2035, update the City’s emergency 
transportation routes (ETRs) to current policies and plans and establish a process for ETRs to be 
regularly updated, and conduct a seismic study of PBOT owned bridges.    

As discussed in CBO’s prior analyses, CBO agrees that incorporating resiliency planning into 
PBOT’s project decision-making and prioritization is critical.10 Given the importance of this work, 
CBO recommends the bureau consider prioritizing this project in relation to other new projects, 
or utilizing some of the $59.4 million of available GTR resources for this work, and does not 
recommend General Fund resources for this project.  

CBO Recommendation: $0 one-time 

  

                                                   
10 See prior CBO analyses: PBOT’s FY 2018-19 Requested Budget; https://www.portlandoregon.gov/cbo/article/675832, and 
PBOT’s FY 2018-19 Fall BMP; https://www.portlandoregon.gov/cbo/article/701056, pdf page 88. 
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South Portland Addressing 
$305,000, 0.00 FTE 

Direction Language 
PBOT received a Direction to Develop to submit a decision package for the South Portland 
Addressing leading zero project. The decision package requests new General Fund, one-time 
resources for the cost of street sign replacement for affected areas and community outreach 
informing residents of the change. 

CBO Analysis 
The bureau is requesting $305,000 in one-time General Fund resources to fund the South 
Portland address project to rename several Portland city blocks located between SW Naito 
Parkway and the Willamette River. Currently, the area has numerical addresses that begin with 
zero. This creates confusion for address databases, wayfinding, and first responders.  

This project directly benefits visitors and residents of the area, and benefits bureaus with address 
databases that currently require work-arounds or special training for dealing with these unusual 
addresses. 

In June 2018, PBOT proposed an Ordinance to rename this area “South” and remove the leading 
zero from the address. City Council passed Ordinance 188995 approving the bureau’s proposal, 
with a target completion date of May 1, 2020.  The bureau came back to Council in September 
2018 with another Ordinance (189151) related to South Portland street sign fabrication and 
indicated there was no financial impact to the project.   

In prior CBO analysis, CBO recommended PBOT meet with other benefiting bureaus and together 
jointly fund these efforts internally. PBOT notes that multiple City bureaus benefit from this 
project, therefore “it would not have been appropriate to ask any single City bureau to absorb 
the cost of this initiative to the exclusion of other benefiting bureaus.” CBO maintains its prior 
recommendation that PBOT, the Bureau of Emergency Communications, Portland Fire Bureau, 
and Portland Police Bureau jointly fund this project. Furthermore, while this project incurs 
benefits citywide, the replacement of street signs falls within the responsibility of the bureau and 
should be prioritized with the bureau’s $500,000 annual budget for street sign replacement. This 
project would use 61% of this annual budget, but would be an appropriate use. CBO does not 
recommend funding this request with General Fund resources. 

CBO Recommendation: $0 one-time 

Derelict RV Enforcement 
$1,528,000, 7.00 FTE 

Direction Language 
The bureau received a Direction to Develop to fund its Derelict RV enforcement program with 
General Fund, ongoing resources. The decision package should include total staff time, and 
demolition costs in order to maintain current service levels.  
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CBO Analysis 
The Derelict RV Program identifies, removes, and dismantles broken down recreational vehicles 
on City streets to maintain the public right-of-way, supporting public safety and neighborhood 
livability.11 As part of the FY 2018-19 Adopted Budget, City Council directed PBOT to continue the 
program using existing bureau resources and to return to Council with a report on program 
challenges and successes prior to FY 2019-20 budget development. In the FY 2018-19 Fall BMP, 
PBOT made these technical adjustments, fulfilling the initial requirement of the budget note. This 
adjustment allocated $1.5 million of General Transportation Revenue (GTR), and $189,000 in tow 
fee revenue to support operations on a one-time basis.  

The current request for funding, seeks $1,339,000 in General Fund ongoing resources, and 
allocates $189,000 in tow fee revenue, to permanently fund this program ($1,528,000). Different 
from the original request in the FY 2018-19 Requested Budget, the bureau seeks additional 
funding for a seventh FTE, a Coordinator I-NE that supports parking operations duties, in addition 
to the original six Parking Enforcement Officers. Additionally, this request includes funding for 
three vehicles and the expected maintenance costs. The bureau notes that previously, this 
program had utilized existing parking enforcement vehicles, but these are needed for ‘regular 
duties’ within parking enforcement. PBOT has begun leasing vehicles, but CityFleet discourages 
long-term leases. With these changes, the net result makes this request for General Fund 
resources lower than the prior request, as the bureau has identified ways to process vehicles at 
lower costs, among other savings. 

PBOT notes that currently, with six officers reassigned from parking enforcement duties to the 
Derelict RV program, the bureau is experiencing reduced levels of enforcement, and reduced 
ability to respond to requests for services, in addition to foregone parking citation revenues that 
would have been collected, estimated at $900,000. Should Council not approve this current 
request, the bureau indicates it will have to make an offsetting reduction to parking enforcement 
and on-street parking services. The bureau has set aside funding for the materials and services 
costs within contingency for FY 2019-20 to backfill the program if General Fund is not allocated. 
Personnel would continue to be borrowed from Parking Enforcement and On-Street Parking, 
potentially leading to less parking citation revenue, which would reduce GTR support for other 
transportation services, but specific projects/tradeoffs were not identified by PBOT.   

Given the limited General Fund ongoing resources available, and the total Citywide requests for 
General Fund resources, CBO does not recommend this decision package for funding. CBO 
recommends PBOT continue to determine the right level of service for this program with input 
from Council, and identify appropriate tradeoffs of funding this program with GTR. 

CBO Recommendation: $0 ongoing | 0.00 FTE 

  

                                                   
11 For additional information, please refer to PBOT’s FY 2018-19 Requested Budget and CBO’s prior analysis of that request, as 
well as PBOT’s FY 2018-19 Fall BMP technical adjustment request and CBO’s analysis. 
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Coordinated Community Development 
$125,000, 0.00 FTE 

Direction Language 
Collectively, Prosper Portland, Portland Bureau of Transportation, Portland Housing Bureau, and 
the Bureau of Planning and Sustainability were directed to develop a decision package to 
coordinate community planning and development initiatives in three geographical areas of 
Portland: East Portland, the Southwest Corridor, and North/Northeast Portland. The direction 
also requires these bureaus to work with the Bureau of Revenue and Financial Services to identify 
a long-term funding strategy for these areas.  

CBO Analysis 
The three project areas are comprised of independent initiatives tied together with common 
goals. Currently, partner bureaus are conducting projects in various stages in these communities; 
however, efforts are not always coordinated regarding communications, community outreach, 
implementation, or outcomes. The partner bureaus state the goal of this multi-bureau package is 
to “coordinate communication, improve bureaus’ collective community development practices, 
clarify roles, and make the impact of our shared equity goals more real.” This request highlights a 
significant effort to coordinate community development workplans among bureaus to maximize 
effectiveness and deliver on project goals, especially as related to equitable development 
outcomes and community benefits. Projects would be coordinated by a team of bureau senior 
managers who would report to the Planning and Development Directors on project progress.  

Many of the projects align with Council project and policy priorities, including ongoing work on 
the 2009 East Portland Action Plan, implementation of the Southwest Corridor Equitable Housing 
Strategy and coordination on the I-5 Rose Quarter Improvement Project to ensure its alignment 
with the City’s N/NE Quadrant Plan and the Albina Vision (a community-based plan for the Rose 
Quarter), among other initiatives. Bureaus were directed to work with the Bureau of Revenue 
and Financial Services to identify a City funding strategy for continuation and stabilization of 
these efforts, including property and asset management. Across all bureaus, the requested 
amount of General Fund one-time resources is $2.4 million 

PBOT – requests $125,000 of General Fund one-time resources to support 1.0 FTE for the 
development of equity impact methodology and analysis for these projects listed below. PBOT 
and BPS are discussing sharing this position through an Interagency Agreement (IA). 

 East Portland: fund an equity analysis for various projects such as Division Bus-Rapid-
Transit, North-South access improvements, and updating the arterial street system. 
Additionally, the focus would be on the next generation of the 2009 East Portland Action 
Plan, supporting the Neighborhood Prosperity Network program partners, and working 
with Rosewood on equitable development issues. 
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 SW Corridor: begin to implement the SW Corridor Equitable Housing Strategy, working 
with businesses along the proposed light rail alignment, a predevelopment analysis for 
affordable housing and commercial development investments, and developing a funding 
strategy for City investment along the corridor, including the City’s proposed match for the 
light rail project.  

 Northeast Portland: fund community development planning and urban design analysis of 
the I-5 Rose Quarter Improvement Project to ensure its alignment with the N/NE Quadrant 
plan and communities’ vision.  

The bureau highlights that currently work in these areas is “not optimally coordinated with 
regards to planning, communications, community outreach, implementation, or outcomes” 
which has led to “inefficient investments and outcomes.” Specifically, the bureau states that this 
work will help ensure there is adequate consideration and planning around potential impacts on 
historically disadvantaged communities, threats to displacement, and other unintended 
consequences.  

PBOT notes that success for this investment of $125,000 would be the ability for this initiative to 
integrate transportation outcomes with equitable community development outcomes through 
the actions and accomplishments of partner bureaus. The bureau indicates that should this 
request for one-time General Fund resources not be approved, the following impacts would 
occur: 

 East Portland: lack of funding would require PBOT and partner bureaus to greatly reduce 
or eliminate the scope for transportation project equity methodology development, 
analysis of current projects, and response formulation for Division BRT and other 
numerous upcoming projects the bureau is planning for this area. 

 SW Corridor: according to the bureau, existing funding is supporting the consultant project 
design and related outreach work. 

 NE Portland: failure to fund this aspect of the work would limit the ability to create the 
strategy, track progress, connect with community and there would be associated negative 
community perception. Additionally, there would be risk of losing City Council support for 
project implementation on the I-5 Rose Quarter project. 

In general, CBO recommends that formalized, multi-bureau coordination continue irrespective of 
whether new resources are allocated in FY 2019-20, given the interconnectedness of partner 
bureau’s efforts and workplans. This is in line with previous CBO recommendations to preserve 
funding for a Program Coordinator within BPS that would be allocated to this specific role, 
ensuring that the City’s long-term development objectives are reflected in plans, projects, and 
investments. Prioritization of bureau coordination on planning and development projects within 
partner bureaus’ base budgets will ensure this effort is ongoing. Currently, there is insufficient 
designated outcomes and details regarding the intersection of these separate bureau initiatives 
for CBO to recommend allocation of limited available discretionary resources towards this effort.  

CBO Recommendation: $0 one-time 
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SUMMARY OF REQUESTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Below is a summary of the Portland Bureau of Transportation’s total budget. 

Adopted Request Bureau CBO Total
FY 2018-19 Base Decision Recommended Recommended

(A) Packages (B) Adjustments (C) Revised (A+B+C)
Resources
Budgeted Beginning Fund Balance 200,080,154$ 223,208,994$ -$                 -$                 223,208,994$ 
Taxes 18,500,000     21,400,000     -                    -                    21,400,000$   
Licenses & Permits 11,280,000     15,483,000     189,000           (189,000)          15,483,000$   
Charges for Services 95,697,702     91,335,115     -                    -                    91,335,115$   
Intergovernmental Revenues 133,754,385   138,800,277   -                    -                    138,800,277$ 
Interagency Revenue 32,302,620     34,309,339     -                    -                    34,309,339$   
Fund Transfers - Revenue 33,301,885     24,105,316     47,989,607     (41,686,607)    30,405,316$   
Bond and Note 22,000,000     10,502,526     -                    -                    10,502,526$   
Miscellaneous 2,158,430        4,286,430        -                    -                    4,286,430$     
Miscellaneous Fund Allocation 1,770,626        1,652,613        -                    -                    1,652,613$     
Total Resources $550,845,802 $565,083,610 $48,178,607 ($41,875,607) 571,383,610$ 

Requirements
Personnel Services 120,957,979$ 125,612,083$ 1,845,007$     (1,845,007)$    125,612,083$ 
External Materials and Services 79,180,858     76,345,653     13,867,600     (12,667,600)    77,545,653     
Internal Materials and Services 36,757,902     40,307,862     141,000           (141,000)          40,307,862     
Capital Outlay 125,212,106   152,532,693   32,325,000     (27,225,000)    157,632,693   
Debt Service 19,573,771     20,777,233     -                    -                    20,777,233     
Debt Service Reserves 1,673,047        1,673,047        -                    -                    1,673,047        
Fund Transfers - Expense 10,917,025     13,559,801     -                    -                    13,559,801     
Contingency 156,573,114   134,275,238   -                    -                    134,275,238   
Total Requirements $550,845,802 $565,083,610 $48,178,607 ($41,878,607) $571,383,610
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